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Proposed Travel Plan

Day 1 : 8 February 

Reach Falna Railway station or Udaipur Airport before 10 am;  

Proceed to Hotel Checkin, Lunch Afternoon Safari

Day 2 & 3 : 9 & 10 February  

Morning Safari 5:30 - 10:30 AM, Lunch followed by Afternoon Safari 

Overnight in Hotel, Shooting the Milky Way at Night

Day 4 : 11 February 

Morning Safari 5:30 - 10:30 AM, Lunch, Checkout and proceed to  

alna Railway station or Udaipur Airport for return flight / train
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Why with Us?

If you are a photography enthusiast looking for a memorable and enriching experience, 
we are the perfect guide for your wildlife and astrophotography journey in India.

With over a decade of experience in photography, we have developed expertise in finding 
the best locations and timing for capturing stunning photographs.

One of the key advantages of joining us on these trips is our extensive network of 
naturalists, guides, and safari drivers in various parks across India. Through constant 
communication and updates from these experts, we stays informed about real-time 
animal movements and potential sightings in the parks. This eliminates the need for you 
to spend time and effort on planning and research, allowing you to fully focus on your 
photography.

Moreover, we are known for our willingness to share our photography secrets during the 
expeditions. Whether it's understanding composition, techniques to capture wildlife or 
astrophotography, we are there to guide and inspire you throughout the trip.

If you are seeking an incredible and photographically rich experience in India, booking a 
trip with us will ensure that you have a trip of a lifetime.
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STAY AT LEOPARD’S PARADISE, JAWAI



8 - 11 February 2024

 Stay on twin sharing

 Airport/Railway station pickup and drop, all surface transfers in AC vehicle

 All meals from Lunch on Day 1 to Breakfast on Day 4

 Safari charges, Park fees, All taxes

 On-field Basics of Photography \

 Online & On-field post-processing session 

EXCLUSIONS

 Air/Railway tickets

 Camera charges if any

 Any sightseeing which is not a park of the itinerary

 Any expenses of personal nature 

 Cost incidental to any change in the itinerary / stay on account of flight cancellation due to bad      

  weather, illness, roadblocks or any factors beyond our control

 Anything not specifically mentioned under the prices included above 
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Only 4 Participants 
per vehicle

INR 27,000 Per person 
+ GST @5%  
Total : 28,350 

INCUSIONS
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

Sighting of the celestial objects including the Milky Way can NOT be guaranteed. TUT will not be held 
responsible in case of low / no visibility of the celestial objects due to bad weather conditions.  
 
● Itinerary is subject to change without any prior notice in case of unavoidable circumstances. 
● The organiser will not be responsible for any loss or damage to luggage or valuables. 
● In case of any damage done by the participant, the cost will be solely borne by him/her. 
● In case of any changes in the entrance fees/safari charges/entry tickets/ camera charges or hike in 
any of it, it will be payable extra by the participants equally. 
●  The organiser will not be held responsible for your visa related issues.   
● Organisers have all rights to claim any additional expenses borne due to delay/breakdown of 
vehicles/Strikes/riots/and any natural calamities. 
● In any unlikely conditions, if you are not able to join the rest of the group, at any predefined 
locations, then all the expenses until joining the group would be borne by you entirely. 
● Any change due to force majeure including weather condition / strike / war / VIP movement and 
security, heavy rush at sightseeing places, road traffic congestion etc., are not in our control.  
●Any personal injury, sickness, accident, loss, delay, discomfort, consequential loss and/or damage or 
any damage to baggage or personal effects howsoever caused shall be your sole responsibility. 
● Participants are requested to take care of their valuables and personal belongings on tour. In case, if a 
guest forgets their valuables or personal belongings on tour, we will not be liable to bring the items 
back.
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Bank Details for Online fund transfer

Bank Name             :    The Federal Bank 
Account Name       :    The Urban Trails 
Account Number   :    13830200019276 
Branch Name          :    Naupada, Thane 
IFSC Code               :    FDRL0001383 
[FDRL (zero)(zero)(zero)(one)(three)(eight)(three)]

Payment Schedule 

Booking Amount Rs. 15,000 + GST at the time of Booking

Balance Amount Rs. 12,000 + GST before 31 December 2023

Cancellation and Refund 

If cancelled before 30 December                        : 75% REFUND. 
If cancelled between 1 Jan - 15 Jan                    : 50% REFUND. 
If cancelled after 16 January                     : NO REFUND. 
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